Introduction to Control Systems

PREVIEW

In this chapter, we describe a general process for designing a control system. A control system consisting of interconnected components is designed to achieve a desired purpose. To understand the purpose of a control system, it is useful to examine examples of control systems through the course of history. These early systems incorporated many of the same ideas of feedback that are in use today.

Modern control engineering practice includes the use of control design strategies for improving manufacturing processes, the efficiency of energy use, and advanced automobile control (including rapid transit, among others). We will examine these very interesting applications of control engineering and introduce the subject area of mechatronics.

We also discuss the notion of a design gap. The gap exists between the complex physical system under investigation and the model used in the control system synthesis. The iterative nature of design allows us to handle the design gap effectively while accomplishing necessary trade-offs in complexity, performance, and cost in order to meet the design specifications.

Finally, we introduce the Sequential Design Example: Disk Drive Read System. This example will be considered sequentially in each chapter of this book. It represents a very important and practical control system design problem while simultaneously serving as a useful learning tool.
1.1 INTRODUCTION

Engineering is concerned with understanding and controlling the materials and forces of nature for the benefit of humankind. Control system engineers are concerned with understanding and controlling segments of their environment, often called systems, to provide useful economic products for society. The twin goals of understanding and controlling are complementary because effective systems control requires that the systems be understood and modeled. Furthermore, control engineering must often consider the control of poorly understood systems such as chemical process systems. The present challenge to control engineers is the modeling and control of modern, complex, interrelated systems such as traffic control systems, chemical processes, and robotic systems. Simultaneously, the fortunate engineer has the opportunity to control many useful and interesting industrial automation systems. Perhaps the most characteristic quality of control engineering is the opportunity to control machines and industrial and economic processes for the benefit of society.

Control engineering is based on the foundations of feedback theory and linear system analysis, and it integrates the concepts of network theory and communication theory. Therefore control engineering is not limited to any engineering discipline but is equally applicable to aeronautical, chemical, mechanical, environmental, civil, and electrical engineering. For example, a control system often includes electrical, mechanical, and chemical components. Furthermore, as the understanding of the dynamics of business, social, and political systems increases, the ability to control these systems will also increase.

A control system is an interconnection of components forming a system configuration that will provide a desired system response. The basis for analysis of a system is the foundation provided by linear system theory, which assumes a cause–effect relationship for the components of a system. Therefore a component or process to be controlled can be represented by a block, as shown in Figure 1.1. The input–output relationship represents the cause-and-effect relationship of the process, which in turn represents a processing of the input signal to provide an output signal variable, often with a power amplification. An open-loop control system utilizes a controller or control actuator to obtain the desired response, as shown in Figure 1.2. An open-loop system is a system without feedback.
In contrast to an open-loop control system, a closed-loop control system utilizes an additional measure of the actual output to compare the actual output with the desired output response. The measure of the output is called the feedback signal. A simple closed-loop feedback control system is shown in Figure 1.3. A feedback control system is a control system that tends to maintain a prescribed relationship of one system variable to another by comparing functions of these variables and using the difference as a means of control.

A feedback control system often uses a function of a prescribed relationship between the output and reference input to control the process. Often the difference between the output of the process under control and the reference input is amplified and used to control the process so that the difference is continually reduced. The feedback concept has been the foundation for control system analysis and design.

A common example of an open-loop control system is an electric toaster in the kitchen. An example of a closed-loop control system is a person steering an automobile (assuming his or her eyes are open) by looking at the auto’s location on the road and making the appropriate adjustments.

The introduction of feedback enables us to control a desired output and can improve accuracy, but it requires attention to the issue of stability of response.
1.2 HISTORY OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL

The use of feedback to control a system has a fascinating history. The first applications of feedback control appeared in the development of float regulator mechanisms in Greece in the period 300 to 1 B.C. [1, 2, 3]. The water clock of Ktesibios used a float regulator (refer to Problem 1.11). An oil lamp devised by Philon in approximately 250 B.C. used a float regulator in an oil lamp for maintaining a constant level of fuel oil. Heron of Alexandria, who lived in the first century A.D., published a book entitled *Pneumatica*, which outlined several forms of water-level mechanisms using float regulators [1].

The first feedback system to be invented in modern Europe was the temperature regulator of Cornelis Drebbel (1572–1633) of Holland [1]. Dennis Papin [1647–1712] invented the first pressure regulator for steam boilers in 1681. Papin’s pressure regulator was a form of safety regulator similar to a pressure-cooker valve.

The first automatic feedback controller used in an industrial process is generally agreed to be James Watt’s flyball governor, developed in 1769 for controlling the speed of a steam engine [1, 2]. The all-mechanical device, shown in Figure 1.5, measured the speed of the output shaft and utilized the movement of the flyball with speed to control the valve and therefore the amount of steam entering the engine. As the speed increases, the ball weights rise and move away from the shaft axis, thus closing the valve. The flyweights require power from the engine to turn and therefore cause the speed measurement to be less accurate.

The first historical feedback system, claimed by Russia, is the water-level float regulator said to have been invented by I. Polzunov in 1765 [4]. The level regulator system is shown in Figure 1.6. The float detects the water level and controls the valve that covers the water inlet in the boiler.
The period preceding 1868 was characterized by the development of automatic control systems through intuition and invention. Efforts to increase the accuracy of the control system led to slower attenuation of the transient oscillations and even to unstable systems. It then became imperative to develop a theory of automatic control. J.C. Maxwell formulated a mathematical theory related to control theory using a differential equation model of a governor [5]. Maxwell’s study was concerned with the effect various system parameters had on the system performance. During the same period, I. A. Vyshnegradskii formulated a mathematical theory of regulators [6].

Prior to World War II, control theory and practice developed in a different manner in the United States and western Europe than in Russia and eastern Europe. A main impetus for the use of feedback in the United States was the development of the telephone system and electronic feedback amplifiers by Bode, Nyquist, and Black at Bell Telephone Laboratories [7–10, 12]. The frequency domain was used primarily to describe the operation of the feedback amplifiers in terms of bandwidth and other frequency variables. In contrast, the eminent mathematicians and applied mechanicians in the former Soviet Union inspired and dominated the field of control theory. Therefore, the Russian theory tended to utilize a time-domain formulation using differential equations.

A large impetus to the theory and practice of automatic control occurred during World War II when it became necessary to design and construct automatic airplane pilots, gun-positioning systems, radar antenna control systems, and other military systems based on the feedback control approach. The complexity and expected performance of these military systems necessitated an extension of the available control techniques and fostered interest in control systems and the development of new insights and methods. Prior to 1940, for most cases, the design of control systems was an art involving a trial-and-error approach. During the 1940s, mathematical and analytical methods increased in number and utility, and control engineering became an engineering discipline in its own right [10–12].

Frequency-domain techniques continued to dominate the field of control following World War II with the increased use of the Laplace transform and the complex frequency plane. During the 1950s, the emphasis in control engineering theory was on the development and use of the s-plane methods and, particularly, the root locus approach.
Furthermore, during the 1980s, the utilization of digital computers for control components became routine. The technology of these new control elements to perform accurate and rapid calculations was formerly unavailable to control engineers. There are now over 400,000 digital process control computers installed in the United States [14, 27]. These computers are employed especially for process control systems in which many variables are measured and controlled simultaneously by the computer.

With the advent of Sputnik and the space age, another new impetus was imparted to control engineering. It became necessary to design complex, highly accurate control systems for missiles and space probes. Furthermore, the necessity to minimize the weight of satellites and to control them very accurately has spawned the important field of optimal control. Due to these requirements, the time-domain methods developed by Liapunov, Minorsky, and others have met with great interest in the last two decades. Recent theories of optimal control developed by L. S. Pontryagin in the former Soviet Union and R. Bellman in the United States, as well as recent studies of robust systems, have contributed to the interest in time-domain methods. It now is clear that control engineering must consider both the time-domain and the frequency-domain approaches simultaneously in the analysis and design of control systems.

A selected history of control system development is summarized in Table 1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1769</td>
<td>James Watt’s steam engine and governor developed. The Watt steam engine is often used to mark the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in Great Britain. During the Industrial Revolution, great strides were made in the development of mechanization, a technology preceding automation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Eli Whitney’s concept of interchangeable parts manufacturing demonstrated in the production of muskets. Whitney’s development is often considered to be the beginning of mass production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868</td>
<td>J. C. Maxwell formulates a mathematical model for a governor control of a steam engine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Henry Ford’s mechanized assembly machine introduced for automobile production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>H. W. Bode analyzes feedback amplifiers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>H. Nyquist develops a method for analyzing the stability of systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Numerical control (NC) developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology for control of machine-tool axes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>George Devol develops “programmed article transfer,” considered to be the first industrial robot design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>First Unimate robot introduced, based on Devol’s designs. Unimate installed in 1961 for tending die-casting machines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>State-variable models and optimal control developed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Robust control system design widely studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Export-oriented manufacturing companies emphasize automation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Feedback control widely used in automobiles. Reliable, robust systems demanded in manufacturing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>First ever autonomous rover vehicle, known as Sojourner, explores the Martian surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998–2003</td>
<td>Advances in micro- and nanotechnology. First intelligent micromachines are developed and functioning nanomachines are created.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.3 TWO EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF FEEDBACK

The concept of feedback used to achieve a closed-loop control system was described in Section 1.1 and illustrated by the system of Figure 1.3. Many pioneering engineers have used feedback control systems to achieve the desired performance. The feedback system is shown in Figure 1.7. The difference (that is, the error) between the desired output response and a reasonably accurate measurement of the actual output response is calculated as shown in the figure. The following two examples illustrate the use of feedback to improve the response of a system.

Harold S. Black graduated from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1921 and joined Bell Laboratories of American Telegraph and Telephone (AT&T). In 1921, the major task confronting Bell Laboratories was the improvement of the telephone system and the design of improved signal amplifiers. Black was assigned the task of linearizing, stabilizing, and improving the amplifiers that were used in tandem to carry conversations over distances of several thousand miles.

Black reports [8]:

Then came the morning of Tuesday, August 2, 1927, when the concept of the negative feedback amplifier came to me in a flash while I was crossing the Hudson River on the Lackawanna Ferry, on my way to work. For more than 50 years I have pondered how and why the idea came, and I can’t say any more today than I could that morning. All I know is that after several years of hard work on the problem, I suddenly realized that if I fed the amplifier output back to the input, in reverse phase, and kept the device from oscillating (singing, as we called it then), I would have exactly what I wanted: a means of canceling out the distortion in the output. I opened my morning newspaper and on a page of The New York Times I sketched a simple canonical diagram of a negative feedback amplifier plus the equations for the amplification with feedback. I signed the sketch, and 20 minutes later, when I reached the laboratory at 463 West Street, it was witnessed, understood, and signed by the late Earl C. Blessing.

I envisioned this circuit as leading to extremely linear amplifiers (40 to 50 dB of negative feedback), but an important question is: How did I know I could avoid self-oscillations over very wide frequency bands when many people doubted such circuits would be stable? My confidence stemmed from work that I had done two years earlier on certain novel oscillator circuits and three years earlier in designing the terminal circuits, including the filters, and developing the mathematics for a carrier telephone system for short toll circuits.

Another example of the discovery of an engineering solution to a control system problem was that of the creation of a gun director by David B. Parkinson of Bell Telephone Laboratories. In the spring of 1940, Parkinson was a 29-year-old engineer intent on improving the automatic level recorder, an instrument that used strip-chart paper to plot the record of a voltage. A critical component was a small potentiometer used to control the pen of the recorder through an actuator.
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Parkinson had a dream about an antiaircraft gun that was successfully felling airplanes. Parkinson described the situation [13]:

After three or four shots one of the men in the crew smiled at me and beckoned me to come closer to the gun. When I drew near he pointed to the exposed end of the left trunnion. Mounted there was the control potentiometer of my level recorder!

The next morning Parkinson realized the significance of his dream:

If my potentiometer could control the pen on the recorder, something similar could, with suitable engineering, control an antiaircraft gun.

After considerable effort, an engineering model was delivered for testing to the U.S. Army on December 1, 1941. Production models were available by early 1943, and eventually 3000 gun controllers were delivered. Input to the controller was provided by radar, and the gun was aimed by taking the data of the airplane’s present position and calculating the target’s future position.

1.4 CONTROL ENGINEERING PRACTICE

Control engineering is concerned with the analysis and design of goal-oriented systems. Therefore the mechanization of goal-oriented policies has grown into a hierarchy of goal-oriented control systems. Modern control theory is concerned with systems that have self-organizing, adaptive, robust, learning, and optimum qualities. This interest has aroused even greater excitement among control engineers.

The control of an industrial process (manufacturing, production, and so on) by automatic rather than manual means is often called automation. Automation is prevalent in the chemical, electric power, paper, automobile, and steel industries, among others. The concept of automation is central to our industrial society. Automatic machines are used to increase the production of a plant per worker in order to offset rising wages and inflationary costs. Thus industries are concerned with the productivity per worker of their plants. Productivity is defined as the ratio of physical output to physical input [26]. In this case, we are referring to labor productivity, which is real output per hour of work.

Furthermore, industry seeks to provide products that are increasingly precise, reliable, accurate, and robust. For example, precise, reliable control of automobile performance has improved markedly over the past decades.

The transformation of the U.S. labor force in the country’s brief history follows the progressive mechanization of work that attended the evolution of the agrarian republic into an industrial world power. In 1820, more than 70 percent of the labor force worked on the farm. By 1900, fewer than 40 percent were engaged in agriculture. Today, fewer than 5 percent work in agriculture [15].

In 1925, some 588,000 people—about 1.3 percent of the nation’s labor force—were needed to mine 520 million tons of bituminous coal and lignite, almost all of it from underground. By 1980, production was up to 774 million tons, but the work force had been reduced to 208,000. Furthermore, only 136,000 of that number were employed in underground mining operations. The highly mechanized and highly productive surface mines, with just 72,000 workers, produced 482 million tons, or 62 percent of the total [27].
The easing of human labor by technology, a process that began in prehistory, is entering a new stage. The acceleration in the pace of technological innovation inaugurated by the Industrial Revolution has until recently resulted mainly in the displacement of human muscle power from the tasks of production. The current revolution in computer technology is causing an equally momentous social change: the expansion of information gathering and information processing as computers extend the reach of the human brain [16].

Control systems are used to achieve (1) increased productivity and (2) improved performance of a device or system. Automation is used to improve productivity and obtain high-quality products. Automation is the automatic operation or control of a process, device, or system. We utilize automatic control of machines and processes to produce a product within specified tolerances and to achieve high precision [28].

With the demand for flexible, custom production emerging in the 2000s, a need for flexible automation and robotics is growing [17, 25].

There are about 150,000 control engineers in the United States and a similar number in Japan and also in Europe. In the United States alone, the control industry does a business of over $50 billion per year! The theory, practice, and application of automatic control is a large, exciting, and extremely useful engineering discipline. One can readily understand the motivation for a study of modern control systems.

### 1.5 EXAMPLES OF MODERN CONTROL SYSTEMS

Feedback control is a fundamental fact of modern industry and society. Driving an automobile is a pleasant task when the auto responds rapidly to the driver’s commands. Many cars have power steering and brakes, which utilize hydraulic amplifiers for amplification of the force to the brakes or the steering wheel. A simple block diagram of an automobile steering control system is shown in Figure 1.8(a). The desired course is compared with a measurement of the actual course in order to generate a measure of the error, as shown in Figure 1.8(b). This measurement is obtained by visual and tactile (body movement) feedback. There is an additional feedback from the feel of the steering wheel by the hand (sensor). This feedback system is a familiar version of the steering control system in an ocean liner or the flight controls in a large airplane. A typical direction-of-travel response is shown in Figure 1.8(c).

Control systems operate in a closed-loop sequence, as shown in Figure 1.9. With an accurate sensor, the measured output is equal to the actual output of the system. The difference between the desired output and the actual output is equal to the error, which is then adjusted by the control device (such as an amplifier). The output of the control device causes the actuator to modulate the process in order to reduce the error. The sequence is such, for instance, that if a ship is heading incorrectly to
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FIGURE 1.8
(a) Automobile steering control system. (b) The driver uses the difference between the actual and the desired direction of travel to generate a controlled adjustment of the steering wheel. (c) Typical direction-of-travel response.

FIGURE 1.9
A negative feedback system block diagram depicting a basic closed-loop control system. The control device is often called a “controller.”
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the right, the rudder is actuated to direct the ship to the left. The system shown in Figure 1.9 is a negative feedback control system, because the output is subtracted from the input and the difference is used as the input signal to the power amplifier.

A basic, manually controlled closed-loop system for regulating the level of fluid in a tank is shown in Figure 1.10. The input is a reference level of fluid that the operator is instructed to maintain. (This reference is memorized by the operator.) The power amplifier is the operator, and the sensor is visual. The operator compares the actual level with the desired level and opens or closes the valve (actuator), adjusting the fluid flow out, to maintain the desired level.

Other familiar control systems have the same basic elements as the system shown in Figure 1.9. A refrigerator has a temperature setting or desired temperature, a thermostat to measure the actual temperature and the error, and a compressor motor for power amplification. Other examples in the home are the oven, furnace, and water heater. In industry, there are speed controls; process temperature and pressure controls; and position, thickness, composition, and quality controls, among many others [14, 17, 18].

In its modern usage, automation can be defined as a technology that uses programmed commands to operate a given process, combined with feedback of information to determine that the commands have been properly executed. Automation is often used for processes that were previously operated by humans. When automated, the process can operate without human assistance or interference. In fact, most automated systems are capable of performing their functions with greater accuracy and precision, and in less time, than humans are able to do. A semiautomated process is one that incorporates both humans and robots. For instance, many automobile assembly line operations require cooperation between a human operator and an intelligent robot.

A robot is a computer-controlled machine and involves technology closely associated with automation. Industrial robotics can be defined as a particular field of automation in which the automated machine (that is, the robot) is designed to substitute for human labor [18, 27, 33]. Thus robots possess certain humanlike characteristics. Today, the most common humanlike characteristic is a mechanical manipulator that is patterned somewhat after the human arm and wrist. We recognize that the automatic machine is well suited to some tasks, as noted in Table 1.2, and that other tasks are best carried out by humans.
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Table 1.2  Task Difficulty: Human Versus Automatic Machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks Difficult for a Machine</th>
<th>Tasks Difficult for a Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspect seedlings in a nursery.</td>
<td>Inspect a system in a hot, toxic environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive a vehicle through rugged terrain.</td>
<td>Repetitively assemble a clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the most expensive jewels on a tray of jewels.</td>
<td>Land an airliner at night, in bad weather.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another very important application of control technology is in the control of the modern automobile [19, 20]. Control systems for suspension, steering, and engine control have been introduced. Many new autos have a four-wheel-steering system, as well as an antiskid control system.

A three-axis control system for inspecting individual semiconductor wafers is shown in Figure 1.11. This system uses a specific motor to drive each axis to the desired position in the x-y-z-axis, respectively. The goal is to achieve smooth, accurate movement in each axis. This control system is an important one for the semiconductor manufacturing industry.

There has been considerable discussion recently concerning the gap between practice and theory in control engineering. However, it is natural that theory precedes
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the applications in many fields of control engineering. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note that in the electric power industry, the largest industry in the United States, the gap is relatively insignificant. The electric power industry is primarily interested in energy conversion, control, and distribution. It is critical that computer control be increasingly applied to the power industry in order to improve the efficient use of energy resources. Also, the control of power plants for minimum waste emission has become increasingly important. The modern, large-capacity plants, which exceed several hundred megawatts, require automatic control systems that account for the interrelationship of the process variables and optimum power production. It is common to have as many as 90 or more manipulated variables under coordinated control. A simplified model showing several of the important control variables of a large boiler–generator system is shown in Figure 1.12. This is an example of the importance of measuring many variables, such as pressure and oxygen, to provide information to the computer for control calculations. It is estimated that more than 400,000 computer control systems have been installed in the United States [14, 16, 36, 39]. The diagram of a computer control system is shown in Figure 1.13; note that the computer is the...
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control device. The electric power industry has utilized the modern aspects of control engineering for significant and interesting applications. It appears that in the process industry, the factor that maintains the applications gap is the lack of instrumentation to measure all the important process variables, including the quality and composition of the product. As these instruments become available, the applications of modern control theory to industrial systems should increase measurably.

Another important industry, the metallurgical industry, has had considerable success in automatically controlling its processes. In fact, in many cases, the control applications are beyond the theory. For example, a hot-strip steel mill, which involves a $100-million investment, is controlled for temperature, strip width, thickness, and quality.

Rapidly rising energy costs coupled with threats of energy curtailment are resulting in new efforts for efficient automatic energy management. Computer controls are used to control energy use in industry and to stabilize and connect loads evenly to gain fuel economy.

There has been considerable interest recently in applying the feedback control concepts to automatic warehousing and inventory control. Furthermore, automatic control of agricultural systems (farms) is meeting increased interest. Automatically controlled silos and tractors have been developed and tested. Automatic control of wind turbine generators, solar heating and cooling, and automobile engine performance are important modern examples [20, 21].

Also, there have been many applications of control system theory to biomedical experimentation, diagnosis, prosthetics, and biological control systems [22, 23, 51]. The control systems under consideration range from the cellular level to the central nervous system and include temperature regulation and neurological, respiratory, and cardiovascular control. Most physiological control systems are closed-loop systems. However, we find not one controller but rather control loop within control loop, forming a hierarchy of systems. The modeling of the structure of biological processes confronts the analyst with a high-order model and a complex structure. Prosthetic devices that aid the 46 million handicapped individuals in the United States are designed to provide automatically controlled aids to the disabled [22, 27, 42]. An artificial hand that uses force feedback signals and is controlled by the amputee’s bioelectric control signals, which are called electromyographic signals, is shown in Figure 1.14.

Finally, it has become interesting and valuable to attempt to model the feedback processes prevalent in the social, economic, and political spheres. This approach is undeveloped at present but appears to have a reasonable future. Society, of course, is composed of many feedback systems and regulatory bodies, such as the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Federal Reserve Board, which are controllers exerting the forces on society necessary to maintain a desired output. A simple lumped model of the national income feedback control system is shown in Figure 1.15. This type of model helps the analyst to understand the effects of government control—granted its existence—and the dynamic effects of government spending. Of course, many other loops not shown also exist, since, theoretically, government spending cannot exceed the tax collected without generating a deficit, which is itself a control loop containing the Internal Revenue Service and the Congress. Of course, in a socialist country, the loop due to
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consumers is de-emphasized and government control is emphasized. In that case, the measurement block must be accurate and must respond rapidly; both are very difficult characteristics to realize from a bureaucratic system. This type of political or social feedback model, while usually nonrigorous, does impart information and understanding.

**FIGURE 1.14** The Utah/MIT Dextrous Robotic Hand: A dextrous robotic hand having 18 degrees of freedom, developed as a research tool by the Center for Engineering Design at the University of Utah and the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at MIT. It is controlled by five Motorola 68000 microprocessors and actuated by 36 high-performance electropneumatic actuators via high-strength polymeric tendons. The hand has three fingers and a thumb. It uses touch sensors and tendons for control. (Photograph by Michael Milochik. Courtesy of University of Utah.)

**FIGURE 1.15** A feedback control system model of the national income.
The ongoing area of research and development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) is full of potential for the application of control systems. An example of a UAV is shown in Figure 1.16. UAVs are unmanned, and to a large extent, do not yet operate autonomously. Their inability to provide the level of safety of a manned plane keeps them from flying freely in the commercial airspace. Generally, the UAV is controlled by ground operators. One significant challenge is to develop control systems which will avoid in-air collisions. Ultimately, the goal is to employ the UAV autonomously in settings such as aerial photography to assist in disaster mitigation, survey work to assist in construction projects, crop monitoring, and continuous weather monitoring. In a military setting, UAVs can perform intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance missions [83]. Smart unmanned aircraft will require significant deployment of advanced control systems throughout the airframe.

1.6 AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY AND ROBOTS

Feedback control systems are used extensively in industrial applications. Thousands of industrial and laboratory robots are currently in use. Manipulators can pick up objects weighing hundreds of pounds and position them with an accuracy of one-tenth of an inch or better [28]. Automatic handling equipment for home, school, and industry is particularly useful for hazardous, repetitious, dull, or simple tasks. Machines that automatically load and unload, cut, weld, or cast are used by industry to obtain accuracy, safety, economy, and productivity [14, 27, 28, 41]. The use of computers integrated with machines that perform tasks like a human worker has been foreseen by several authors. In his famous 1923 play, entitled \textit{R.U.R.} [48], Karel Capek called artificial workers \textit{robots}, deriving the word from the Czech noun \textit{robota}, meaning “work.”

As stated earlier, robots are programmable computers integrated with machines, and they often substitute for human labor in specific repeated tasks. Some devices even have anthropomorphic mechanisms, including what we might recognize as mechanical arms, wrists, and hands [14, 27, 28]. An example of an anthropomorphic robot is shown in Figure 1.17.
1.7 THE FUTURE EVOLUTION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

The continuing goal of control systems is to provide extensive flexibility and a high level of autonomy. Two system concepts are approaching this goal by different evolutionary pathways, as illustrated in Figure 1.18. Today’s industrial robot is perceived as quite autonomous—once it is programmed, further intervention is not normally required. Because of sensory limitations, these robotic systems have limited flexibility in adapting to work environment changes, which is the motivation of computer vision research. The control system is very adaptable, but it relies on human supervision. Advanced robotic systems are striving for task adaptability through enhanced sensory feedback. Research areas concentrating on artificial intelligence, sensor integration, computer vision, and off-line CAD/CAM programming will make systems more universal and economical. Control systems are moving toward autonomous operation as an enhancement to human control. Research in supervisory control, human–machine interface methods to reduce operator burden, and computer database management is intended to improve operator efficiency. Many research activities are common to robotics and control systems and are aimed toward reducing implementation cost and expanding the realm of application. These include improved communication methods and advanced programming languages.
1.8 ENGINEERING DESIGN

Engineering design is the central task of the engineer. It is a complex process in which both creativity and analysis play major roles.

Design is the process of conceiving or inventing the forms, parts, and details of a system to achieve a specified purpose.

Design activity can be thought of as planning for the emergence of a particular product or system. Design is an innovative act whereby the engineer creatively uses knowledge and materials to specify the shape, function, and material content of a system. The design steps are (1) to determine a need arising from the values of various groups, covering the spectrum from public policy makers to the consumer; (2) to specify in detail what the solution to that need must be and to embody these values; (3) to develop and evaluate various alternative solutions to meet these specifications; and (4) to decide which one is to be designed in detail and fabricated.

An important factor in realistic design is the limitation of time. Design takes place under imposed schedules, and we eventually settle for a design that may be less than ideal but considered “good enough.” In many cases, time is the only competitive advantage.

A major challenge for the designer is to write the specifications for the technical product. Specifications are statements that explicitly state what the device or product is to be and do. The design of technical systems aims to achieve appropriate design specifications and rests on four characteristics: complexity, trade-offs, design gaps, and risk.

Complexity of design results from the wide range of tools, issues, and knowledge to be used in the process. The large number of factors to be considered illustrates the complexity of the design specification activity, not only in assigning these
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factors their relative importance in a particular design, but also in giving them sub-
stance either in numerical or written form, or both.

The concept of trade-off involves the need to make a judgment about how
much of a compromise can be made between two conflicting criteria, both of which
are desirable. The design process requires an efficient compromise between desir-
able but conflicting criteria.

In making a technical device, the final product generally does not appear the same
as it had been originally visualized. For example, our image of the problem we are solv-
ing is not what appears in written description and ultimately in the specifications. Such
differences are intrinsic in the progression from an abstract idea to its realization.

This inability to be absolutely sure about predictions of the performance of a tech-
nological object leads to major uncertainties about the actual effects of the designed
devices and products. These uncertainties are embodied in the idea of unintended con-
sequences or risk. The result is that designing a system is a risk-taking activity.

Complexity, trade-off, gaps, and risk are inherent in designing new systems and
deVICES. Although they can be minimized by considering all the effects of a given de-
sign, they are always present in the design process.

Within engineering design, there is a fundamental difference between the two
major types of thinking that must take place: engineering analysis and synthesis. At-
tention is focused on models of the physical systems that are analyzed to provide in-
sight and that indicate directions for improvement. On the other hand, synthesis is
the process by which these new physical configurations are created.

Design is a process that may proceed in many directions before the desired one
is found. It is a deliberate process by which a designer creates something new in re-
sponse to a recognized need while recognizing realistic constraints. The design
process is inherently iterative—we must start somewhere! Successful engineers
learn to simplify complex systems appropriately for design and analysis purposes. A
gap between the complex physical system and the design model is inevitable. Design
gaps are intrinsic in the progression from the initial concept to the final product. We
know intuitively that it is easier to improve an initial concept incrementally than to
try to create a final design at the start. In other words, engineering design is not a lin-
ear process. It is an iterative, nonlinear, creative process.

The main approach to the most effective engineering design is parameter analy-
ysis and optimization. Parameter analysis is based on (1) identification of the key pa-
rameters, (2) generation of the system configuration, and (3) evaluation of how well
the configuration meets the needs. These three steps form an iterative loop. Once
the key parameters are identified and the configuration synthesized, the designer
can optimize the parameters. Typically, the designer strives to identify a limited set
of parameters to be adjusted.

1.9 MECHATRONIC SYSTEMS

A natural stage in the evolutionary process of modern engineering design is encom-
passed in the area known as mechatronics [70]. The term mechatronics was coined in
Japan in the 1970s [71–73]. Mechatronics is the synergistic integration of mechani-
cal, electrical, and computer systems and has evolved over the past 30 years, leading
to a new breed of intelligent products. Feedback control is an integral aspect of
modern mechatronic systems. One can understand the extent that mechatronics reaches into various disciplines by considering the components that make up mechatronics [74–77]. The key elements of mechatronics are (1) physical systems modeling, (2) sensors and actuators, (3) signals and systems, (4) computers and logic systems, and (5) software and data acquisition. Feedback control encompasses aspects of all five key elements of mechatronics, but is associated primarily with the element of signals and systems, as illustrated in Figure 1.19.

Advances in computer hardware and software technology coupled with the desire to increase the performance-to-cost-ratio has revolutionized engineering design. New products are being developed at the intersection of traditional disciplines of engineering, computer science, and the natural sciences. Advancements in traditional disciplines are fueling the growth of mechatronics systems by providing “enabling technologies.” A critical enabling technology was the microprocessor which has had a profound effect on the design of consumer products. We should expect continued advancements in cost effective microprocessors and microcontrollers, novel sensors and actuators enabled by advancements in applications of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), advanced control methodologies and real-time programming methods, networking and wireless technologies, and mature computer-aided engineering (CAE) technologies for advanced system modeling, virtual prototyping, and testing. The continued rapid development in these areas will only accelerate the pace of smart (that is, actively controlled) products.

An exciting area of future mechatronic system development in which control systems will play a significant role is the area of alternative energy production and usage. Hybrid fuel automobiles and efficient wind power generation are two examples of systems that can benefit from mechatronic design methods. In fact, the mechatronic design philosophy can be effectively illustrated with the example of the evolution of the modern automobile [70]. Prior to the 1960s, the radio was the only
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significant electronic device in an automobile. Today, many automobiles have 30–60 microcontrollers, up to 100 electric motors, about 200 pounds of wiring, a multitude of sensors, and thousands of lines of software code. A modern automobile can no longer be classified as a strictly mechanical machine—it has been transformed into a comprehensive mechatronic system.

EXAMPLE 1.1 Hybrid fuel vehicles

Recent research and development has led to the next generation hybrid fuel automobile, depicted in Figure 1.20. The hybrid fuel vehicle utilizes a conventional internal combustion engine in combination with a battery (or other energy storage device such as a fuel cell or flywheel) and an electric motor to achieve a propulsion system capable of doubling the fuel economy over conventional automobiles. Although these hybrid vehicles will never be zero-emission vehicles (since they have internal combustion engines), they can reduce the level of harmful emissions from one-third to one-half, and with improvements envisioned in the future, these emissions may reduce even further. As stated earlier, the modern automobile requires many advanced control systems to operate. The control systems must regulate the performance of the engine, including fuel–air mixtures, valve timing, transmissions, wheel traction control, antilock brakes, and electronically controlled suspensions, among many other responsibilities. On the hybrid fuel vehicle, there are additional control functions that must be satisfied. Especially necessary is the control of power between the internal combustion engine and the electric motor, determining power storage needs and implementing the battery charging, and preparing the vehicle for low-emission start-ups. The overall effectiveness of the hybrid fuel vehicle depends on the combination of power units that are selected (e.g., battery versus fuel cell for power storage). Ultimately, however, the control strategy that integrates the various electrical and mechanical components into a viable transportation system strongly influences the acceptability of the hybrid fuel vehicle concept in the marketplace. ■
The second example of a mechatronic system is the advanced wind power generation system.

**EXAMPLE 1.2  Wind power**

Many nations in the world today are faced with unstable energy supplies often leading to rising fuel prices and energy shortages. Additionally, the negative effects of fossil fuel utilization on the quality of our air are well-documented. The problem is that many nations have an imbalance in the supply and demand of energy. Basically, they use more than they produce. To address this imbalance, many engineers are considering developing advanced systems to access other sources of energy, including wind energy. In fact, wind energy is one of the fastest-growing forms of energy generation in the United States and in other locations around the world. A wind farm now in use in western Texas is illustrated in Figure 1.21.

In 2002, the installed global wind energy capacity was over 31,000 MW. In the United States, there was enough energy derived from wind to power over 3 million homes (according to the American Wind Energy Association). For the past 30 years, researchers have concentrated on developing technologies that work well in high wind areas (defined to be areas with a wind speed of at least 6.7 m/s at a height of 10 m). Most of the easily accessible high wind sites in the United States are now utilized, and improved technology must be developed to make lower wind areas more cost effective. New developments are required in materials and aerodynamics so that longer turbine rotors can operate efficiently in the lower winds, and in a related problem, the towers that support the turbine must be made taller without increasing the overall costs. In addition, advanced controls will have to be employed to enable the level of efficiency required in the wind generation drive train.

Advances in alternate energy products, such as the hybrid automobile and the generation of efficient wind power generators, provide vivid examples of mechatronics development. There are numerous other examples of intelligent systems poised to enter our everyday life, including smart home appliances (e.g., dishwashers, vacuum cleaners, and microwave ovens), wireless network enabled devices, “human-friendly machines” [81] which perform robot-assisted surgery, and implantable sensors and actuators.

**FIGURE 1.21**
Efficient wind power generation in west Texas. (Used with permission of DOE/NREL. Credit: Lower Colorado River Authority.)
1.10 CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

The design of control systems is a specific example of engineering design. Again, the goal of control engineering design is to obtain the configuration, specifications, and identification of the key parameters of a proposed system to meet an actual need.

The first step in the design process consists of establishing the system goals. For example, we may state that our goal is to control the velocity of a motor accurately. The second step is to identify the variables that we desire to control (for example, the velocity of the motor). The third step is to write the specifications in terms of the accuracy we must attain. This required accuracy of control will then lead to the identification of a sensor to measure the controlled variable.

As designers, we proceed to the first attempt to configure a system that will result in the desired control performance. This system configuration will normally consist of a sensor, the process under control, an actuator, and a controller, as shown in Figure 1.9. The next step consists of identifying a candidate for the actuator. This will, of course, depend on the process, but the actuation chosen must be capable of effectively adjusting the performance of the process. For example, if we wish to control the speed of a rotating flywheel, we will select a motor as the actuator. The sensor, in this case, will need to be capable of accurately measuring the speed. We then obtain a model for each of these elements.

The next step is the selection of a controller, which often consists of a summing amplifier that will compare the desired response and the actual response and then forward this error-measurement signal to an amplifier.

The final step in the design process is the adjustment of the parameters of the system in order to achieve the desired performance. If we can achieve the desired performance by adjusting the parameters, we will finalize the design and proceed to document the results. If not, we will need to establish an improved system configuration and perhaps select an enhanced actuator and sensor. Then we will repeat the design steps until we are able to meet the specifications, or until we decide the specifications are too demanding and should be relaxed. The control system design process is summarized in Figure 1.22.

The performance specifications will describe how the closed-loop system should perform and will include (1) good regulation against disturbances, (2) desirable responses to commands, (3) realistic actuator signals, (4) low sensitivities, and (5) robustness.

The design process has been dramatically affected by the advent of powerful and inexpensive computers and effective control design and analysis software. For example, the Boeing 777, which incorporates the most advanced flight avionics of any U.S. commercial aircraft, was almost entirely computer-designed [62, 63]. Verification of final designs in high-fidelity computer simulations is essential. In many applications, the certification of the control system in realistic simulations represents a significant cost in terms of money and time. The Boeing 777 test pilots flew about 2400 flights in high-fidelity simulations before the first aircraft was even built.

Another notable example of computer-aided design and analysis is the McDonnell Douglas Delta Clipper experimental vehicle DC-X, which was designed, built, and flown in 24 months. Computer-aided design tools and automated code-generation contributed to an estimated 80 percent cost savings and 30 percent time savings [64].
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1. Establish control goals
2. Identify the variables to control
3. Write the specifications for the variables
4. Establish the system configuration and identify the actuator
5. Obtain a model of the process, the actuator, and the sensor
6. Describe a controller and select key parameters to be adjusted
7. Optimize the parameters and analyze the performance

If the performance does not meet the specifications, then iterate the configuration and the actuator. If the performance meets the specifications, then finalize the design.

In summary, the controller design problem is as follows: Given a model of the system to be controlled (including its sensors and actuators) and a set of design goals, find a suitable controller, or determine that none exists. As with most engineering design, the design of a feedback control system is an iterative and nonlinear process. A successful designer must consider the underlying physics of the plant under control, the control design strategy, the controller design architecture (that is, what type of controller will be employed), and effective controller tuning strategies. In addition, once the design is completed, the controller is often implemented in hardware, hence issues of interfacing with hardware can surface. When taken together, these different phases of control system design make the task of designing and implementing a control system quite challenging [82].

1.11 DESIGN EXAMPLE: TURNTABLE SPEED CONTROL

Many modern devices use a turntable to rotate a disk at a constant speed. For example, a CD player, a computer disk drive, and a phonograph record player all require a constant speed of rotation in spite of motor wear and variation and other component changes. Our goal is to design a system for turntable speed control that will ensure that the actual speed of rotation is within a specified percentage of the desired speed [43, 46]. We will consider a system without feedback and a system with feedback.
To obtain disk rotation, we will select a DC motor as the actuator because it provides a speed proportional to the applied motor voltage. For the input voltage to the motor, we will select an amplifier that can provide the required power.

The open-loop system (without feedback) is shown in Figure 1.23(a). This system uses a battery source to provide a voltage that is proportional to the desired speed. This voltage is amplified and applied to the motor. The block diagram of the open-loop system identifying control device, actuator, and process is shown in Figure 1.23(b).

To obtain a feedback system with the general form of Fig. 1.9, we need to select a sensor. One useful sensor is a tachometer that provides an output voltage proportional to the speed of its shaft. Thus the closed-loop feedback system takes the form shown in Fig. 1.24(a). The block diagram model of the feedback system is shown in Fig. 1.24(b). The error voltage is generated by the difference between the input voltage and the tachometer voltage.
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We expect the feedback system of Figure 1.24 to be superior to the open-loop system of Figure 1.23 because the feedback system will respond to errors and work to reduce them. With precision components, we could expect to reduce the error of the feedback system to one-hundredth of the error of the open-loop system.

1.12 DESIGN EXAMPLE: INSULIN DELIVERY CONTROL SYSTEM

For this and subsequent design examples, we will utilize the design process illustrated in Figure 1.22. In Chapter 1, we develop a preliminary design plan by carrying out steps 1 through 4 of the design process of Figure 1.22. Thus, for this example, we will (1) establish the control goal, (2) identify the variables to control, (3) write the preliminary specifications, and (4) establish one or more possible system configurations.

Control systems have been utilized in the biomedical field to create implanted automatic drug-delivery systems to patients [29–31]. Automatic systems can be used to regulate blood pressure, blood sugar level, and heart rate. A common application of control engineering is in the field of open-loop system drug delivery, in which mathematical models of the dose–effect relationship of the drugs are used. A drug-delivery system implanted in the body uses an open-loop system, since miniaturized glucose sensors are not yet available. The best solutions rely on individually programmable, pocket-sized insulin pumps that can deliver insulin according to a preset time history. More complicated systems will use closed-loop control for the measured blood glucose levels.

Our goal (step 1) is to design a system to regulate the blood sugar concentration of a diabetic. The blood glucose and insulin concentrations for a healthy person are shown in Figure 1.25. The system must provide the insulin from a reservoir implanted within the diabetic person.

Thus, the variable we wish to control (step 2) is the blood glucose concentration. The specification for the control system (step 3) is to provide a blood glucose level for the diabetic that closely approximates (tracks) the glucose level of a healthy person (Figure 1.25).

In step 4, we propose a preliminary system configuration. An open-loop system would use a preprogrammed signal generator and miniature motor pump to regulate the insulin delivery rate as shown in Figure 1.26(a). The feedback control
system would use a sensor to measure the actual glucose level and compare that level with the desired level, thus turning the motor pump on when it is required, as shown in Figure 1.26(b).

1.13 SEQUENTIAL DESIGN EXAMPLE: DISK DRIVE READ SYSTEM

This design example, identified by the arrow icon, will be considered sequentially in each chapter. We will use the design process of Figure 1.22 in each chapter to identify the steps that we are accomplishing. For example, in Chapter 1 we are concerned with steps 1, 2, 3, and 4, where we (1) identify the control goal, (2) identify the variables to control, (3) write the initial specifications for the variables, and (4) establish the preliminary system configuration.

Information can be readily and efficiently stored on magnetic disks. Disk drives are used in notebook computers and larger computers of all sizes and are essentially all standardized as defined by ANSI standards [54, 69]. Worldwide sales of disk drives are estimated to be greater than 250 million units in 2002 [55, 68]. In the past, disk drive designers have concentrated on increasing data density and data access times. In fact, beginning in the early 1990s, disk drive densities increased at rates of over 60 percent per year and very recently, these rates exceed 100 percent per year. Figure 1.27 shows the disk drive density trends. Designers are now considering employing disk drives to perform tasks historically delegated to central processing units (CPUs), thereby leading to improvements in the computing environment [69]. Three areas of “intelligence” under investigation include off-line error recovery, disk drive failure warnings, and storing data across multiple disk drives. Consider the basic diagram of a disk drive shown in Fig. 1.28. The goal of the disk drive reader device is to position the reader head in order to read the data stored on a track on the disk (step 1). The variable to accurately control (step 2) is the position of the reader head (mounted on a slider device). The disk rotates at a speed between 1800 and 7200 rpm, and the head “flies” above the disk at a distance of less than 100 nm.
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The initial specification for the position accuracy is 1 μm (step 3). Furthermore, we plan to be able to move the head from track a to track b within 50 ms, if possible. Thus, we establish an initial system configuration as shown in Figure 1.29. This proposed closed-loop system uses a motor to actuate (move) the arm to the desired location on the disk. We will consider the design of the disk drive further in Chapter 2.
Exercises

EXERCISES

(Exercises are straightforward applications of the concepts of the chapter.)

The following systems can be described by a block diagram showing the cause–effect relationship and the feedback (if present). Identify the function of each block and the desired input variable, output variable, and measured variable. Use Fig. 1.9 as a model where appropriate.

E1.1 A precise optical signal source can control the output power level to within 1 percent [32]. A laser is controlled by an input current to yield the power output. A microprocessor controls the input current to the laser. The microprocessor compares the desired power level with a measured signal proportional to the laser power output obtained from a sensor. Complete the block diagram representing this closed-loop control system shown in Fig. E1.1, identifying the output, input, and measured variables and the control device.

FIGURE E1.1 Partial block diagram of an optical source.

E1.2 An automobile driver uses a control system to maintain the speed of the car at a prescribed level. Sketch a block diagram to illustrate this feedback system.

E1.3 Fly-fishing is a sport that challenges the person to cast a small feathery fly using a light rod and line. The goal is to place the fly accurately and lightly on the distant surface of the stream [65]. Describe the fly-casting process and a model of this process.

E1.4 An autofocus camera will adjust the distance of the lens from the film by using a beam of infrared or ultrasound to determine the distance to the subject [45]. Sketch a block diagram of this open-loop control system, and briefly explain its operation.

E1.5 Because a sailboat can’t sail directly into the wind, and traveling straight downwind is usually slow, the shortest sailing distance is rarely a straight line. Thus sailboats tack upwind—the familiar zigzag course—and jibe downwind. A tactician’s decision of when to tack and where to go can determine the outcome of a race. Describe the process of tacking a sailboat as the wind shifts direction. Sketch a block diagram depicting this process.

E1.6 Automated highways may be prevalent in the next decade. Consider two automated highway lanes merging into a single lane, and describe a control system that ensures that the vehicles merge with a prescribed gap between two vehicles.

E1.7 Describe the block diagram of the speed control system of a motorcycle with a human driver.

E1.8 Describe the process of human biofeedback used to regulate factors such as pain or body temperature. Biofeedback is a technique whereby a human can, with some success, consciously regulate pulse, reaction to pain, and body temperature.

E1.9 Future advanced commercial aircraft will be E-enabled. This will allow the aircraft to take advantage of continuing improvements in computer power and network growth. Aircraft can continuously communicate their location, speed, and critical health parameters to ground controllers, and gather and transmit local meteorological data. Sketch a block diagram showing how the meteorological data from multiple aircraft can be transmitted to the ground, combined using ground-based powerful networked computers to create an accurate weather situational awareness, and then transmitted back to the aircraft for optimal routing.

E1.10 Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are being developed to operate in the air autonomously for long periods of time (see Section 1.5). By autonomous, we mean that there is no interaction with human ground controllers. Sketch a block diagram of an autonomous UAV that is tasked for crop monitoring using aerial photography. The UAV must photograph and transmit the entire land area by flying a pre-specified trajectory as accurately as possible.
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PROBLEMS

(Problems require extending the concepts of this chapter to new situations.)

The following systems may be described by a block diagram showing the cause–effect relationship and the feedback (if present). Each block should describe its function. Use Figure 1.9 as a model where appropriate.

P1.1 Many luxury automobiles have thermostatically controlled air-conditioning systems for the comfort of the passengers. Sketch a block diagram of an air-conditioning system where the driver sets the desired interior temperature on a dashboard panel. Identify the function of each element of the thermostatically controlled cooling system.

P1.2 In the past, control systems used a human operator as part of a closed-loop control system. Sketch the block diagram of the valve control system shown in Figure P1.2.

P1.3 In a chemical process control system, it is valuable to control the chemical composition of the product. To do so, a measurement of the composition can be obtained by using an infrared stream analyzer, as shown in Figure P1.3. The valve on the additive stream may be controlled. Complete the control feedback loop, and sketch a block diagram describing the operation of the control loop.

P1.4 The accurate control of a nuclear reactor is important for power system generators. Assuming the number of neutrons present is proportional to the power level, an ionization chamber is used to measure the power level. The current, \( i_o \), is proportional to the power level. The position of the graphite control rods moderates the power level. Complete the control system of the nuclear reactor shown in Figure P1.4 and sketch the block diagram describing the operation of the feedback control loop.

P1.5 A light-seeking control system, used to track the sun, is shown in Figure P1.5. The output shaft, driven by the motor through a worm reduction gear, has a bracket attached on which are mounted two photocells. Complete the closed-loop system so that the system follows the light source.

FIGURE P1.2  Fluid-flow control.

FIGURE P1.3  Chemical composition control.

FIGURE P1.4  Nuclear reactor control.

FIGURE P1.5  A photocell is mounted in each tube. The light reaching each cell is the same in both only when the light source is exactly in the middle as shown.
P1.6 Feedback systems do not always involve negative feedback. Economic inflation, which is evidenced by continually rising prices, is a positive feedback system. A positive feedback control system, as shown in Figure P1.6, adds the feedback signal to the input signal, and the resulting signal is used as the input to the process. A simple model of the price–wage inflationary spiral is shown in Figure P1.6. Add additional feedback loops, such as legislative control or control of the tax rate, to stabilize the system. It is assumed that an increase in workers’ salaries, after some time delay, results in an increase in prices. Under what conditions could prices be stabilized by falsifying or delaying the availability of cost-of-living data? How would a national wage and price economic guideline program affect the feedback system?

FIGURE P1.6 Positive feedback.

P1.7 The story is told about the sergeant who stopped at the jewelry store every morning at nine o’clock and compared and reset his watch with the chronometer in the window. Finally, one day the sergeant went into the store and complimented the owner on the accuracy of the chronometer.

“Is it set according to time signals from Arlington?” asked the sergeant.

“No,” said the owner, “I set it by the five o’clock (P.M.) cannon fired from the fort. Tell me, Sergeant, why do you stop every day and check your watch?”

The sergeant replied, “I’m the gunner at the fort!” Is the feedback prevalent in this case positive or negative? The jeweler’s chronometer loses two minutes each 24-hour period and the sergeant’s watch loses three minutes during each eight hours. What is the net time error of the cannon at the fort after 12 days?

P1.8 The student–teacher learning process is inherently a feedback process intended to reduce the system error to a minimum. With the aid of Figure 1.3, construct a feedback model of the learning process and identify each block of the system.

P1.9 Models of physiological control systems are valuable aids to the medical profession. A model of the heart-rate control system is shown in Figure P1.9 [23, 24, 51]. This model includes the processing of the nerve signals by the brain. The heart-rate control system is, in fact, a multivariable system, and the variables $x, y, w, v, z$, and $u$ are vector variables. In other words, the variable $x$ represents many heart variables $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n$. Examine the model of the heart-rate control system and add or delete blocks, if necessary. Determine a control system model of one of the following physiological control systems:

1. Respiratory control system
2. Adrenaline control system
3. Human arm control system
4. Eye control system
5. Pancreas and the blood-sugar-level control system
6. Circulatory system

FIGURE P1.9 Heart-rate control.
P1.10 The role of air traffic control systems is increasing as airplane traffic increases at busy airports. Engineers are developing air traffic control systems and collision avoidance systems using the Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation satellites [34, 61]. GPS allows each aircraft to know its position in the airspace landing corridor very precisely. Sketch a block diagram depicting how an air traffic controller might utilize GPS for aircraft collision avoidance.

P1.11 Automatic control of water level using a float level was used in the Middle East for a water clock [1, 11]. The water clock (Figure P1.11) was used from sometime before Christ until the 17th century. Discuss the operation of the water clock, and establish how the float provides a feedback control that maintains the accuracy of the clock. Sketch a block diagram of the feedback system.

P1.12 An automatic turning gear for windmills was invented by Meikle in about 1750 [1, 11]. The fantail gear shown in Figure P1.12 automatically turns the windmill into the wind. The fantail windmill at right angle to the mainsail is used to turn the turret. The gear ratio is of the order of 3000 to 1. Discuss the operation of the windmill, and establish the feedback operation that maintains the main sails into the wind.

P1.13 A common example of a two-input control system is a home shower with separate valves for hot and cold water. The objective is to obtain (1) a desired temperature of the shower water and (2) a desired flow of water. Sketch a block diagram of the closed-loop control system.

P1.14 Adam Smith (1723–1790) discussed the issue of free competition between the participants of an economy in his book Wealth of Nations. It may be said that Smith employed social feedback mechanisms to explain his theories [44]. Smith suggests that (1) the available workers as a whole compare the various possible employments and enter that one offering the greatest rewards, and (2) in any employment the rewards diminish as the number of competing workers rises. Let \( r \) = total of rewards averaged over all trades, \( c \) = total of rewards in a particular trade, and \( q \) = influx of workers into the specific trade. Sketch a feedback system to represent this system.

P1.15 Small computers are used in automobiles to control emissions and obtain improved gas mileage. A computer-controlled fuel injection system that automatically adjusts the fuel–air mixture ratio could improve gas mileage and reduce unwanted polluting emissions significantly. Sketch a block diagram for such a system for an automobile.

P1.16 All humans have experienced a fever associated with an illness. A fever is related to the changing of the control input in your body’s thermostat. This thermostat, within the brain, normally regulates your temperature near 98°F in spite of external temperatures ranging from 0° to 100°F or more. For a fever, the input, or desired, temperature is increased. Even to many scientists, it often comes as a surprise to learn that fever does not indicate something wrong with body temperature control but rather well-contrived regulation at an elevated level of desired input. Sketch a block diagram of the temperature control system and explain how aspirin will lower a fever.
Problems

P1.17  Baseball players use feedback to judge a fly ball and to hit a pitch [35]. Describe a method used by a batter to judge the location of a pitch so that he can have the bat in the proper position to hit the ball.

P1.18  A cutaway view of a commonly used pressure regulator is shown in Figure P1.18. The desired pressure is set by turning a calibrated screw. This compresses the spring and sets up a force that opposes the upward motion of the diaphragm. The bottom side of the diaphragm is exposed to the water pressure that is to be controlled. Thus the motion of the diaphragm is an indication of the pressure difference between the desired and the actual pressures. It acts like a comparator. The valve is connected to the diaphragm and moves according to the pressure difference until it reaches a position in which the difference is zero. Sketch a block diagram showing the control system with the output pressure as the regulated variable.

FIGURE P1.18  Pressure regulator.

P1.19  Ichiro Masaki of General Motors has patented a system that automatically adjusts a car's speed to keep a safe distance from vehicles in front. Using a video camera, the system detects and stores a reference image of the car in front. It then compares this image with a stream of incoming live images as the two cars move down the highway and calculates the distance. Masaki suggests that the system could control steering as well as speed, allowing drivers to lock on to the car ahead and get a “computerized tow.” Sketch a block diagram for the control system.

P1.20  A high-performance race car with an adjustable wing (airfoil) is shown in Figure P1.20. Develop a block diagram describing the ability of the airfoil to keep a constant road adhesion between the car's tires and the race track surface. Why is it important to maintain good road adhesion?

FIGURE P1.20  A high-performance race car with an adjustable wing.

P1.21  The potential of employing two or more helicopters for transporting payloads that are too heavy for a single helicopter is a well-addressed issue in the civil and military rotorcraft design arenas [38]. Overall requirements can be satisfied more efficiently with a smaller aircraft by using multilift for infrequent peak demands. Hence the principal motivation for using multilift can be attributed to the promise of obtaining increased productivity without having to manufacture larger and more expensive helicopters. A specific case of a multilift arrangement wherein two helicopters jointly transport payloads has been named twin lift. Figure P1.21 shows a typical “two-point pendant” twin lift configuration in the lateral/vertical plane.

Develop the block diagram describing the pilots’ action, the position of each helicopter, and the position of the load.

FIGURE P1.21  Two helicopters used to lift and move a large load.
P1.22 Engineers want to design a control system that will allow a building or other structure to react to the force of an earthquake much as a human would. The structure would yield to the force, but only so much, before mustering strength to push back [50]. Develop a block diagram of a control system to reduce the effect of an earthquake force.

P1.23 Engineers at the Science University of Tokyo are developing a robot with a humanlike face [56]. The robot can display facial expressions, so that it can work cooperatively with human workers. Sketch a block diagram for a facial expression control system of your own design.

P1.24 An innovation for an intermittent automobile windshield wiper is the concept that it adjusts its wiping cycle according to the intensity of the rain [60]. Sketch a block diagram of the wiper control system.

P1.25 In the past 40 years, over 20,000 metric tons of hardware have been placed in Earth’s orbit. During the same time span, over 15,000 metric tons of hardware returned to Earth. The objects remaining in Earth’s orbit range in size from large operational spacecraft to tiny flecks of paint. There are about 150,000 objects in Earth’s orbit 1 cm or larger in size. About 10,000 of the space objects are currently tracked from groundstations on the Earth. Space traffic control [67] is becoming an important issue, especially for commercial satellite companies that plan to “fly” their satellites through orbit altitudes where other satellites are operating, and through areas where high concentrations of space debris may exist. Sketch a block diagram of a space traffic control system which commercial companies might utilize to keep their satellites safe from collisions while operating in space.

P1.26 NASA is developing a compact rover designed to transmit data from the surface of an asteroid back to Earth, as illustrated in Figure P1.26. The rover will use a camera to take panoramic shots of the asteroid surface. The rover can position itself such that the camera can be pointed straight down at the surface or straight up at the sky. Sketch a block diagram illustrating how the microrover can be positioned to point the camera in the desired direction. Assume that the pointing commands are relayed from the Earth to the microrover and that the position of the camera is measured and relayed back to Earth.

FIGURE P1.26 Microrover designed to explore an asteroid. (Photo courtesy of NASA.)

P1.27 A direct methanol fuel cell is an electrochemical device that converts a methanol water solution to electricity [84]. Like rechargeable batteries, fuel cells directly convert chemicals to energy; they are very often compared to batteries, specifically rechargeable batteries. However, one significant difference between rechargeable batteries and direct methanol fuel cells is that, by adding more methanol water solution, the fuel cells recharge instantly. Sketch a block diagram of the direct methanol fuel cell recharging system that uses feedback (refer to Figure 1.9) to continuously monitor and recharge the fuel cell.

ADVANCED PROBLEMS

(Advanced problems represent problems of increasing complexity.)

AP1.1 The development of robotic microsurgery devices will have major implications on delicate eye and brain surgical procedures. The microsurgery devices employ feedback control to reduce the effects of the surgeon’s muscle tremors. Precision movements by an articulated robotic arm can greatly help a surgeon by providing a carefully controlled hand. One such device is shown in Figure AP1.1. The microsurgical devices have been evaluated in clinical procedures and are now being commercialized. Sketch a block diagram of the surgical process with a microsurgical device in the loop being operated by a surgeon. Assume that the position of the end-effector on the microsurgical device can be measured and is available for feedback.
Design Problems

AP1.2 Advanced wind energy systems are being installed in many locations throughout the world as a way for nations to deal with rising fuel prices and energy shortages, and to reduce the negative effects of fossil fuel utilization on the quality of the air (refer to Example 1.2 in Section 1.9). The modern windmill can be viewed as a mechatronic system. Consider Figure 1.19, which illustrates the key elements of mechatronic systems. Using Figure 1.19 as a guide, think about how an advanced wind energy system would be designed as a mechatronic system. List the various components of the wind energy system and associate each component with one of the five elements of a mechatronic system: physical system modeling, signals and systems, computers and logic systems, software and data acquisition, and sensors and actuators.

FIGURE AP1.1 Microsurgery robotic manipulator. (Photo courtesy of NASA.)

DESIGN PROBLEMS

(Design problems emphasize the design task. Continuous design problems (CDP) build upon a design problem from chapter to chapter.)

CDP1.1 Increasingly stringent requirements of modern, high-precision machinery are placing increasing demands on slide systems [57]. The goal is to accurately control the desired path of the table shown in Figure CDP1.1. Sketch a block diagram model of a feedback system to achieve the desired goal. The table can move in the x direction as shown.

FIGURE CDP1.1 Machine tool with table.

DP1.1 The road and vehicle noise that invade an automobile’s cabin hastens occupant fatigue [66]. Design the block diagram of an “antinoise” feedback system that will reduce the effect of unwanted noises. Indicate the device within each block.

DP1.2 Many cars are fitted with cruise control that, at the press of a button, automatically maintains a set speed. In this way, the driver can cruise at a speed limit or economic speed without continually checking the speedometer. Design a feedback-control in block diagram form for a cruise control system.

DP1.3 As part of the automation of a dairy farm, the automation of cow milking is under study [37]. Design a milking machine that can milk cows four or five times a day at the cow’s demand. Sketch a block diagram and indicate the devices in each block.

DP1.4 A large, braced robot arm for welding large structures is shown in Figure DP1.4. Sketch the block diagram of a closed-loop feedback control system for accurately controlling the location of the weld tip.

DP1.5 Vehicle traction control, which includes antiskid braking and antispin acceleration, can enhance vehicle performance and handling. The objective of this control is to maximize tire traction by preventing locked brakes as well as tire spinning during acceleration. Wheel slip, the difference between the vehicle...
speed and the wheel speed, is chosen as the controlled variable because of its strong influence on the tractive force between the tire and the road [19]. The adhesion coefficient between the wheel and the road reaches a maximum at a low slip. Develop a block diagram model of one wheel of a traction control system.

DP1.6 The Hubble space telescope was repaired and modified in space on several occasions [47, 49, 52]. One challenging problem with controlling the Hubble is damping the jitter that vibrates the spacecraft each time it passes into or out of the Earth’s shadow. The worst vibration has a period of about 20 seconds, or a frequency of 0.05 hertz. Design a feedback system that will reduce the vibrations of the Hubble space telescope.

TERMS AND CONCEPTS

Automation The control of a process by automatic means.
Closed-loop feedback control system A system that uses a measurement of the output and compares it with the desired output.
Complexity of design The intricate pattern of interwoven parts and knowledge required.
Control system An interconnection of components forming a system configuration that will provide a desired response.
Design The process of conceiving or inventing the forms, parts, and details of a system to achieve a specified purpose.
Design gap A gap between the complex physical system and the design model intrinsic to the progression from the initial concept to the final product.
Engineering design The process of designing a technical system.
Feedback signal A measure of the output of the system used for feedback to control the system.
Flyball governor A mechanical device for controlling the speed of a steam engine.
Multivariable control system A system with more than one input variable or more than one output variable.
Negative feedback The output signal is fed back so that it subtracts from the input signal.
Open-loop control system A system that utilizes a device to control the process without using feedback. Thus the output has no effect upon the signal to the process.
Optimization The adjustment of the parameters to achieve the most favorable or advantageous design.
Plant See Process.
Positive feedback The output signal is fed back so that it adds to the input signal.
Process The device, plant, or system under control.
Productivity The ratio of physical output to physical input of an industrial process.
Risk Uncertainties embodied in the unintended consequences of a design.
Robot Programmable computers integrated with a manipulator. A reprogrammable, multifunctional manipulator used for a variety of tasks.
Specifications Statements that explicitly state what the device or product is to be and to do. A set of prescribed performance criteria.
Synthesis The process by which new physical configurations are created. The combining of separate elements or devices to form a coherent whole.
System An interconnection of elements and devices for a desired purpose.
Trade-off The result of making a judgment about how much compromise must be made between conflicting criteria.